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INTRODUCTION

At conferences such as this one on educational Technology, the

tone la usually uniformly positive, emphasising the potentials of

educational Technology to improve teaching and learning. Thin is
certainly appropriate because there are indeed rany ways in which the

products of technology and the processes of technology can contribute
to better education,

However, before we can make on honest, accurate assessmInt of the
future of educational Technology we have to take a hard look at its
past and present. When we do that we find a trail of unfulfilled

promises. We find communication technologigs ouch as film, radio,

and television which have achieved marvelous technical success and
commercial success but which have made little impact on formal
education. We find information technologies such an computers which

have revolutionised many aspects of our lives in terms of their

effects on banking, shopping, automobiles, and industrial

productivity. But they still play only a peripheral role in schools.

Looking deeper, we find technological proceenes such as the
"systems approach" to instructional development, which has been
adopted on a large scale in the United States for business, industry,

and military training but which is hardly known yet in public
schools. In short, the products of technology and the processes of
technology have provided many manna for achieving better learning,

faster learning, at a lower cost. These capabilities have been
demonstrated in hundreds of cases on A trial banii. But in

elementary and secondary schools technology has not been implemented

widely, deeply, or permanently enough to make a difference in the
overall 'productivity of the organization. Why not?

The theme of my presentation is that there is a basic

contradiction between the organizational structure of today's schools

and the organizational structure necessary for the implementation of
technology in a cost-effective manner.
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SYMPTOMS OF THE PROBLEM

Many studies have documented the low level of use of technology
in American schools/ among the moot recent are surveys by Seidman
(1986) and Smith 6 Ingersoll (1984a, 1984b). The general finding of
such studies is that students are exposed to audinviaual and computot
media for a very small proportion of their school time (less than
10%) and zhat the software used typically does not deal with central
objectivea of the curriculum. Regarding microcomputers, for example,
the average American student has access to a terminalon the
averagefor only a few minutes a day, and he is most likely to be
using programa related to computer literacy (i.e. programming) or
enrichment act:vities.

Further, these studies indicate that teachers, when they do use
technological media, tend to select simpler media rather than more
complex media. As : shall point out later, this supports the
°principle of least offort°--the idea that humans in general teed to
select means that require the least expenditure of effort. For most
teachers most of the time, conventional methodslecture, chalkboard,
and seatwork--.Are perceived to require the least effort.

There is also ample evidence to show idix teachers follow the path
of least resistance. The job of °teacher° as it has evolved over the
past 100 years has become exceedingly complex. Elementary and
secondary teachers are expected to play the roles of analyst,
diagnostician, designer of instruction, evaluator, prescriber, guide
to discovery, role model, clerk, and accountant, to name just a few.
It is no wonder that we observe a high rate of °dropout° and
°burnout° in the teaching profession. In fact, in the U.S. we are
approaching a crisis in terms of attracting and retaining able people
in the teaching profession.

But even if we were able to attract and hold good teachers, the
economic forecasts for the future indicate that we will not be able
to afford to pay them. The problem is that labor costs have risen

about 7% per year over the past decade while the efficiency of that
labor has remained virtually constant. Labor costs in education are
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growing tauter than public income. Unless there Le some breakthrough
in productivity, education will eventually demand mote toney than
there is in the total national treasury.

ANALYSTS OP THE PROBLO

Technology will never be able to be applied to instruction In
such a way ao to dramatically improve cost-effectiveness as long so
tho current 'rules of the game" remain in force. The very
organisational structure of the school is based on the assumption
that instruction is controlled and delivered by teachers. Further
assumptions are that;

a) students are clusterml into relatively large groups
(about 15-30 on the elementary level, about 2540 on the
secondary level) in classrooms

b) each classroom is supervised by one teacher
c) each teacher is a member of a rather homogeneous professional

group in terms of training, certification, salary, and job
description

d) the teacher decides what will happen in the clasoroom--who
will receive what instructional treatment at what time.

Under these conditions teachers are under heavy psychological and
logistical pressure to expend their efforts as economically as
possible. Prediction of human behavior in such circumstances can be
guided by the rule stated in 1949 by George zipf as the "Principle of
Least Efforts"

a person in solving his immvdiate problems will view

these against the background of his probable future
problems, as estimated by himself. Moreover he will
strive to solve his problems in such a way as to
minimise the total nrik that he must expend in solving

both his immediate problems and his probable future
problems. (Zipf, 1949, p. 1)
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What does this imply tor the teacher? We would expect to Pee the
teacher managing his students 41; a group (rather than an

individuals), spending little time In preperation, and choosing
convenient teaching methods: that Is, wethodb that Ore easy to
deliver and that will not provoke more work tor himself.

A recent *Ajar study of life in American high schools revealed
exactly this pattern of behavior. Powell (1985) spent three years
visiting IS high ochools. compiling 1400 claesroom observations and
interviews. He found that teachers dealt with their exhausting task
by naking several subtle accommodations with their students. He used
the shopping mall as an analogys in the shopping mall high school
students have a wide variety of choice available in terms of
curricular and extra-curricular opportunities. The availability of
choices keepa the *consumer" happy but it also evades teeponsibility
for guiding the student toward choices that ace In his own and
society's best interests. Moro importantly, Powell found that in
the shopping mall high school teachers tended to forge unwritten
treaties with their students* the teacher, will not make great
demands on you, the student, if you don't make great demands on me.
neither students not teachers want to work harder, so a very low
level of intensity im found on both sides.

Looking t this organisatioaal situation from the standpoint of
the history of technology, Heinich (1984) describes the position of
teachers as analogous to craftsmen working in a craft union. each
craftsman has control of his own tools and decides when and how to
use those tools in hand-crafting his own products. The authority to
choose the swans of production is in the hands of the teachers. They
are rewarded or punished based on their own individual performance,
not on the effectiveness of the total organisation. Therefore, they
have no incentive to recommend that a totally different system of
production be introduced. Right now what we need in public education
is a modernised system, ono that in redesigned from the ground up al
a &ALI. *Man.
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PROOLUTION OP TO8 PROBLEM

If we are going to achieve greater productivity in public
education we need to implenent an inatructional systeft that in
amenable to at least two fundamental elenento of the induatrial
Revolutions division of labor and conomy of scale. This means
reorganization of the *lassroom go that the nany tasks listed earlier
aft Pe redistributed anang wortere practictn9 different

oecializatione--some as diagnosticia1, sone as designers, some as
lecturers, ease ae tutors, come 411 evaluators, and no on. In order
to be affordable, the total coat of this work aunt be less than in
todays system. This can be achieved by using machine mediatione.g.
computer-aided design and cooputer-assisted inetruction, volunteers,
and paraprofessionals:, prenerving a smaller nunber of highly
qualified profeseionals to do jobs that demand a high level of
professional judgment.

Second, the new, modernized inotructional system should allow
economies of scale. This means the distribution of well designed
materials over large numbers of students, rather than having each
teacher design, produce, and implement materials just within his own
classroom. Replicable materials in the form'of film, radio,
television, and computer software ace already widely available.
These need to be rigorously tested in terms of their actual

instructional validity and the boat materials shared videly through
mese media of distribution. Again, to be affordable, the cost of
such refined design and distribution must be included in the basic
equation of the total instructional system. Money must be saved on
the labor side In order to fund technological delivery.

Larry Cuban described the needed organizational change
succinctly:

To align the classroom setting to a student-centered

pedagogy, reformers will have to attack the organiza-
tional arrangements that largely govern teacher routines,

that determine the use of time and space in schools and

classrooms, and that shape how and by whom instructional
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decision§ are wide. Until they attack these organin-

tional artangesentn, Werner§ eager to MAW the

prevailing core of teaching practices that nprang up

over the last century in response to nind-nuobing

working conditions will fails (Cuban, INN, p. 10)

Fortunately, tho outlines of the new school organinatio3a1

structure of the 21st Century are beginning to *merge. In an article
published just a few weeks ago, Douglas Moon provides an exteneive
directory of the alternative pedagogical methode that will be lined in
the school of the Mute. Nin list is Wooed on an analysis of
hundredn of well controlled research tudies; Or. Moon uas looking
tor pedagogical techniques that coneistently yielded echievement at
leent basist an high an conventional lettuce instruction. Anong the
techniques that are both non effective and potentially less
expensive are self-instructional pregnant structured peer tutoring,
programmed teaching by paraprofessionals, and total systens developed
through pectormance-based design processes.

Mason goes on to do an extensive analysis of each of the
technologies in Orme of its sensitivity to econony of scale. The
calculations are too conplicated to present hen, but he enumerative a
half dozen inatructional configurations that would cost tar less per
pupil-hour then today's conventional labor-intensive nethods.

There is also an available nodel for the overall clannon
organisation. It has been developed by the Institute for

International Research under the family nano "low-cont learning
technology,' a nano describing various organizational echelon that
have been tried out In a number of developing countries, including
the Philippines, Liberia. Thailand, and others. The basic idea of
low-cost learning technology involves differentiated staffing and a
wide variety of snall-group, large-group, and independent study
tech:Agues. Instead of one teacher responsibly for thirty students
we find an instructional supervisor responsible for a hundred
students with theissistance of paraprofessionals and volunteers.
The total labor cost for this system is less than that for

8



eonVention41 e30001100P4. Student tine in diottibmted anong

large-gtoup lecture-dincusniolo conducted by parapt tennionsIs using
ottuctuted guides; snoll-gtoup dtille, gle@e, and *imitation ganen
guided by structured notetiaing ntudent-to-ntudent tuteting guided by
well designed materiale, end independent ntudy 90141Q4 by

001C-400ttoctiebot ob44108,

to 4 aysto *. of thin sort, atudenta actualiy soend more tine in
personalised contact with tutorn( their inntruction iv mote denooding
in terns of required intecactton; snd both naturistn and technique§
are more adapted to individual needn and sbilitien. Actual field
Onto indicate that thin rachnology-baned nynten y4eldn higher
achievenent than the tomer systen at levet cent. (in the cene er the

Philippines, less thar one-helf the tomer coat).
The point in thst the adoption and tefintnent o a new ei404(000

organinational nahene does not demand a leap into the unknown. Sony
of the means are already available and vett tented. Vbst is needed
Is to put the piecen together tn a way that oaken Dunne in 4 given
cultural setting within its particular economic conntrsints. .ond
remaining flexible to contimial adaptation an we observe the renutts.
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